
Paul : Haley
No Fixed Abode

Date:19th November 2010 

By recorded delivery

Noel Shanahan
Chief Executive
DVLA
Swansea
SA6 7JL

Dear Noel

NOTICE: DVLA/20101119/D321 FDX
Notice of Understanding & Intent and Claim of Right

Notice to the UK Government Appointed Executive Agency – DVLA
Regarding De-registration of Private Conveyance D321 FDX

19th November 2010

Without Prejudice

Further to my earlier Notices to you last year initially dated 25th November 2009 and the 
subsequent Notices sent to your representative Andrea L Black; P&ECD Casework & 
Specialist Advice, I now give further Notice regarding the de-registering of my current 
private conveyance, known to you by your mark “D321 FDX”, with yourselves.

I am no longer the lawful owner of the private conveyance previously known to you by 
your mark “N971 KPW”. You will soon receive one of your documents to this effect from 
the new owner, who may decide to scrap the car.

Notice of Understandings

Whereas I have previously detailed all my understandings in Notices to you and Andrea 
Black related to “N971 KPW” dated 25th November 2009, 20th January 2010 and 3rd 

February which were received by you via recorded delivery, and 

Whereas I now state that all the above referenced understandings also apply in this case 
related to “D321 FDX”, and

Whereas you have previously failed to provide valid counter claim against me and I 
subsequently claimed estoppel, and de-registered my private conveyance “N971 KPW” I 
understand that unless you have new information by way of valid counter claim that I can 
lawfully now de-register “D321 FDX” in the same way, as not withstanding all my other 
justifications that you have been previously given Notice of, paying tax is illegal under 
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the civil legal system, as it makes us complicit in UK war crimes under the International 
Criminal Court Act (2001), as well as being unlawful under numerous international and 
other laws including English common law.

Notice of Intent

I therefore intend to continue to be duty bound to honourably decline any offers to 
contract with you, being a representative body of HM Government and I therefore now 
intend to de-register my current private conveyance known to you by your registration 
mark “D321 FDX” in the same way as I did with “N971 KPW”.

Claim of Right

I claim the same rights regarding “D321 FDX”, as given in writing via the previous, 
thoroughly detailed Notices regarding “N971 KPW” and hereby claim that all the same 
claims previously made, to which you could not provide valid counter claim, still apply 
and can be used to lawfully de-register “D321 FDX” for the same reasons.

I also claim the right to display a Notice in the window of “D321 FDX” explaining to any 
interested officials of the Crown why a current tax disc will NOT be displayed.

Notice Period

I hereby give Notice that I am of no fixed abode but if you consider that you have new 
information which can by way of valid counter claim now specifically address the 
understandings, intentions and claims I have previously made in relation to “N971 KPW” 
and now claim again in relation to “D321 FDX”, you have 21 (twenty one) days from the 
registered receipt of this notice to correspond with me to this effect via the previous 
owners address which you already have on file: 156 Cauldwell Hall Rd, Ipswich, Suffolk, 
IP4 5DB, and

Correct Addressing of Counter Claims

I also hereby give you Notice that any such correspondence must be addressed to the 
human man, “Paul of the family 'Haley' (this may alternatively be written as Paul : Haley) 
and not to any titled and/or capitalised 'legal person' such as MR. PAUL HALEY or Mr. P 
Haley or Mr Haley as this relates not to me the human man but to the legal fiction 
created via the registration of my birth, which was done unknowingly and without full 
disclosure by my parents (the details of my birth itself being merely here-say) and 
without my consent.

Any new counter claims against me must not merely reference any obligations of 
'Persons' under 'Statutes' and 'Acts', these being merely instruments of the civil legal 
system (a system created by 'The State' and which requires the consent of the people to 
be governed by it), whilst this land is in perpetuity a Common Law jurisdiction, and 
because not withstanding the other issues I have given Notice of, I have already served 
Notice as to the legal dilemma presented by the International Criminal Court Act (2001) 
and the other contradictory 'Acts' relating to the payment of taxes. 

Accordingly this correspondence also acts as notice that because I am hereby giving 
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you Notice and forewarning of the above, any such incorrectly addressed/saluted 
correspondence will be returned unopened and unread and any standard/automatically 
computer generated or unspecific correspondence which do not make valid counter 
claim against the understandings, intentions and claims detailed here, and in my 
previous Notices, may be returned and estoppel claimed without resulting in dishonour 
and that only correctly addressed, specific and valid written correspondence will be dealt 
with.

Faithfully in honour with respect, and without prejudice

Paul of the family 'Haley'
Notice to principle is notice to agent and vice versa
I reserve all my inalienable natural & lawful rights and waive none
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